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Every insurer wishing to introduce new, or change existing, rules, rates or forms, or to introduce a new program, must complete a Prior Approval Rate Application (“Application”), and, if applicable, a Prior Approval Rate Template (“Rate Template”) and a Standard Exhibits Template, in compliance with Title 10, Chapter 5, Subchapter 4.8 of the California Code of Regulations (CCR) and file it with the Commissioner.

The Application must include all data referred to in §1861.05(b) of the California Insurance Code (CIC), a justification of the rate and a showing that the rate meets the applicable requirements of CIC §1861.01 through §1861.16, CCR §2641.1 through §2644.28 and any other detailed supporting statistics and information as the Commissioner may require.

Effective January 1, 2015, all Applications must be submitted via the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) System for Electronic Rate and Form Filing (SERFF). Acknowledgment of filings is provided automatically through SERFF.

Important note: Refer to the California Department of Insurance (“Department”) website at http://www.insurance.ca.gov/0250-insurers/0800-rate-filings/ for the most current Application, Rate Template, Standard Exhibits Template and prior approval factors.

Do not submit any fee with this Application. Each insurer will be billed an administrative fee.

This Application applies only to new program, rate, coverage form, and rule filings for prior approval (Proposition 103) lines of business. Separate Applications for Class Plans, Advisory Organizations, Credit, Financial Guaranty, Title, and Workers’ Compensation, including Excess Workers Compensation, are available online at http://www.insurance.ca.gov/0250-insurers/0800-rate-filings/rate-filing-applications.cfm.

All rate filings require the completion of the Prior Approval Rate Application (PriorAppRateAPL.xlsm), the Prior Approval Rate Template (Prior AppRateTl.xlsm) and the Standard Exhibits Template (StdExhTl.xlsm), submitted in both Excel and PDF format.

The aforementioned Application and Templates use Microsoft® Excel 2010. In order to populate those spreadsheets, macros must be enabled in Excel. In addition to the Application and Templates, insurers must submit Exhibits 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 19, 20 and 21 in both working Excel (with formulas intact) and PDF (with searchable text) format.
The Commissioner may at any time take any action allowed by law if the Commissioner determines that any underwriting guidelines, forms or procedures for application of rates, or any other portions of a current or prior Application conflict with any applicable laws or regulations.

II. GENERAL FILING INFORMATION

A. Application

Insurers must submit a completed Application for all new programs and changes to existing rates, forms and rules (rating and underwriting). The insurer shall indicate the amount of the overall rate impact, if any. Each insurer must indicate the type of filing submitted for review and provide the corresponding Application pages plus exhibits according to the requirements shown on Application Page 3 (Filing Type and Checklist).

Insurers must submit a rate filing Application with full rate support for any changes in rates, rating factors, rating and underwriting guidelines or contract language that affect the rate or cost of coverage to any insured due to the broadening or restricting of coverage. “Full rate support” means all exhibits and information as identified on Page 3 of the Application supporting a filing with rate impact, whether resulting from rate, rule, form or underwriting guideline changes.

For all filings without rate impact, insurers must submit a rule or form filing. An Application with full rate support may subsequently be required at the discretion of the Department.

Insurers must submit tables in Exhibit 20 displaying customer dislocation in increments of 5% for all filings proposing a change of any type that results in a rate adjustment to any individual customer. For private passenger auto and homeowners lines, include a profile of the risk characteristics of customers receiving rate increases in excess of 25%.

The overall proposed rate impact shall be measured by changes in the adjusted earned premium and displayed on Application Page 4 (Proposed Impact).

Changes to declaration pages, insurance application forms and installment payment plans without a fee do not require filings. Installment payment plans that include fees are subject to the prior approval filing requirements.

B. Filing by Line of Insurance

Filings shall be made per line of insurance. Select a Line Type (Personal/Commercial) and General Line of Insurance from the pull-down menu on Application Page 1 (General). It is also necessary to select a Detailed Line Description(s) from the pull-down menu on Rate Template Page 1 (General) and Standard Exhibits Template Page 1 (General), if applicable. Note that these line descriptions may differ, in some cases, from the Uniform Product Coding Matrix Type of Insurance used in SERFF.
Refer to the Instructions sheets for the Application, the Rate Template and the Standard Exhibits Template.

The rates, rules and forms for the same line of insurance may be combined in one Application. Commercial auto liability and physical damage must be combined in one Application, with separate Ratemaking Data and Rate Calculation pages in the Rate Template for liability and physical damage coverages. For private passenger auto, refer to Section IV for instructions.

C. Program Filings

Filings per line of insurance may be made for individual programs within the line (e.g., commercial automobile auto dealers). The filing must contain the rules, rates and forms for each coverage and include all supporting documentation.

Note on travel insurance programs: Travel insurance programs as defined in CIC §1753(c)(1) incorporate insurance coverages that are categorized under both Property & Casualty and Life & Health insurance. California law has different procedures for policy and rate review for these two categories. Therefore, Applications requesting approval of travel insurance policies and rates must be submitted separately to the Rate Regulation Branch for property and casualty rates, rules, and forms, and to the Policy Approval Bureau for sickness, accident, disability, or death, occurring during travel. Once the SERFF filing numbers are assigned, each should be cross-referenced in the filings submitted to each respective Bureau/Branch.

D. Proposed Rate and Rule Manual Pages

For all filings requesting changes in rates, rules, or underwriting guidelines that have a rate impact, the following items must accompany the Application:

- A clean copy of the current manual rate, rule and/or guideline pages.
- A marked-up copy of the current manual rate, rule and/or guideline pages. In the revised pages, underline any additions to, and use brackets ([ ]) to identify any deletions from, the current pages.
- A clean copy of the complete proposed manual.

In addition, a complete copy of the underwriting guidelines must be submitted with all rate filings, regardless of line of business, whether or not a change to those guidelines is being proposed. Underwriting guideline changes that have an impact on the rates must be submitted in a rule filing for prior approval. It is the responsibility of the insurer to identify underwriting rule changes that have a rate impact. An Application with full rate support may subsequently be required at the discretion of the Department if it determines that the changes to underwriting guidelines may have an impact on rates.
Submit all items above in PDF (with searchable text) format.

E. Underwriting Guidelines

Underwriting guidelines provided to the Commissioner in connection with an Application for approval of property and casualty rates pursuant to Insurance Code section 1861.05 must be available for public inspection pursuant to Insurance Code section 1861.07.

F. Model Checklist

For any rate filings involving an allowable model insurers must submit a completed model checklist as posted on the Department’s public website and on SERFF. Insurers that use a model in any form, manner, or capacity, must describe such use, along with details about the features of the model, in the explanatory memorandum.

G. Submitting an Application with More Than Ten Coverages/Forms/Programs

The current Application, Rate Template and Standard Exhibits Templates allow for ten coverages/forms/programs. If there are more than ten coverages/forms/programs, consider combining smaller coverages/forms/programs if the aggregated impact on the overall rate is not material and/or if the aggregated data has insufficient credibility upon which to base a rate decision.

In the case where more than ten coverages/forms/programs are still required:

- **Application** – provide one Application file with supplemental exhibits in lieu of Application Page 4 and Application Page 5. In the Filing Memorandum, identify the supplemental exhibit where this information is shown.

- **Rate Template** - consider combining similar low-volume coverages/forms/programs if appropriate in order to provide one Rate Template file. If this is not possible, provide multiple Rate Template files, and include a supplemental exhibit that contains the rate request by coverage/form/program and in total for all coverages/forms/programs (as per the summary table on Rate Template Page 2).

- **Standard Exhibits Template** – submit multiple Standard Exhibit files.
III. FILING INFORMATION BY FILING TYPE

A. Filing Types

The Application applies to the following various types of filings: New Programs, Rates (including Variance Requests), Coverage Forms, and Rules. Refer to Application Page 3 for specific information regarding the filing documents to be submitted for each type of filing.

For most lines of insurance, the regulations prescribe a particular formula and factors to determine the maximum and minimum permitted earned premium. An exception exists for specialty insurance, where the primary requirement is that the most actuarial sound method be used. Both a Rate Template and a Standard Exhibits Template subject to all prior approval ratemaking requirements must also be submitted with each specialty filing. Types of specialty insurance include policies with a premium over $75,000 or a deductible over $100,000. For a complete definition of specialty insurance, refer to CCR §2642.7(d).

B. Variance Requests

The Application provides for the submission of variance requests. A variance is a request to adjust the maximum or minimum permitted earned premium.

Requests for variance may be submitted at the same time as the prior approval Application to which it applies or after the filing of the same. All requests for variance must identify and support the bases for the variance in accordance with CCR §2644.27, Variance Request. When a variance is requested, Application Page 11 (Variance Request) and Exhibit 13 must be completed. Refer to CCR §2644.27 for information on the allowable bases for variance requests and the documentation required to support those requests. Filings requesting a variance must include one Rate Template excluding the variance and one Rate Template including the variance. A filing with multiple variances must include one Rate Template for each individual variance as well as the combined impact of all variances.

C. New Programs

A new program is a new product without an existing rate manual, policy forms or underwriting guidelines. A new program is one that has not been previously written by the insurer and therefore does not have its own experience upon which to rely for rate development. As a result, filing of a new program requires at least one year of projections. A rule filing differs from a new program filing in that rule filings are filings intended to add, delete or limit specific coverages to an existing program. A new program filing must contain all rates, rating rules, forms and underwriting guidelines that pertain to the program. This requirement includes the submission of mutually exclusive guidelines if the insurer also writes a similar program.

For new program filings, enter the following projected annual data reflecting a mature book of business in the New Program column of Page 6 (Ratemaking Data) of the Rate Template for each coverage, form or program included in the filing: (1) written premium, (5)
miscellaneous fees and other charges, (6) earned exposures, (7) losses, (8) DCCE and (15) ancillary income. Data for Page 6, lines 16, 17 and 18 in the Rate Template will be automatically populated from Pages 3 (YieldFIT) and 4 (Excluded Exp) of the same template. Earned premium is equal to written premium.

For earthquake and certain medical malpractice lines where the insurer elects to include consideration for the cost of reinsurance, enter the direct commission rate, reinsurance premium and reinsurance recoverables corresponding to the line. Rows for this information are hidden at the bottom of Page 6 of the Rate Template for each coverage, form or program unless “Earthquake w/consideration for cost of reinsurance” or one of the “Medical Malpractice” options indicating “incl. reinsurance costs” is selected as the Detailed Line Description from the pull-down menus on Page 1 of the Rate Template.

It is not necessary to enter the following data for new program filings: prior effective date; (2) earned premium (as it is equal to written premium), (3) premium adjustment factor, (4) premium trend factor, (9) loss development factor, (10) DCCE development factor, (11) loss trend factor, (12) DCCE trend factor, (13) catastrophe adjustment factor or (14) credibility factor.

If a new program is based partly on a current or inactive program, data from that program, together with the rate impact to the affected policyholders, must be provided.

D. Rates

Any insurer proposing to change their base rates, rating factors and/or rate classification relativities must file a complete Application.

In addition, supplemental rating plans that impact the rating process in a program must be filed with the Department using the Application. These supplemental rating plans include, but are not limited to, merit rating plans, experience rating plans, loss rating plans, composite and retrospective rating plans, and expense rating plans.

Underwriting guidelines must be submitted in PDF (with searchable text) format with all rate filings, regardless of line of business. Underwriting guidelines are reviewed only insofar as they relate to rates contained in the filing or currently on file with the Department. Underwriting guideline changes that have an impact on the rates must be submitted in a rule filing for prior approval. It is the responsibility of the insurer to identify underwriting rule changes that have a rate impact. An Application with full rate support may subsequently be required at the discretion of the Department if it determines that the changes to underwriting guidelines may have a material impact on rates.
E. **Forms**

When forms are being revised, the following items must accompany the Application:

- A clean copy of the current form.
- A marked-up copy of the current form. In the revised forms, underline any additions to and use brackets ([ ]) to identify any deletions from the current forms.
- A clean copy of the proposed form.

Submit items above in PDF (with searchable text) format.

Application Page 9 (Forms) must be completed for each form revision. This page can be successively expanded in increments of five forms by clicking on the “Add 5 Additional Forms” button at the top of the page. Provide an explanation of the rate or rate impact of each form revision in the Filing Memorandum or Exhibit 19.

Forms that restrict, exclude or delete coverage require consideration of a rate offset/credit. Provide the amount of prior incurred losses associated with the impacted coverage, if any. If the form proposes to restrict or exclude coverage, the proposed rate for the remaining coverages must be justified.

If a form has a corresponding rule, the form and the rule must be submitted together. The Department will classify the filing type as a rule filing.

Upon approval of any changes to basic policy contracts or mandatory forms for homeowners, renters or condominiums, insurers must upload the revised forms and update the relevant summary language in the Homeowners Coverage Comparison Tool posted on the Department’s public website.

F. **Rating Rules and Underwriting Guidelines**

When insurers seek to revise rating rules and underwriting guidelines with rate impact, the following items must accompany the Application:

- A clean copy of the current rating rules and underwriting guidelines.
- A marked-up copy of the current rating rules and underwriting guidelines. In the marked up copy, identify changes from the current rules and guidelines by underlining additions and putting deletions in brackets ([ ]).
- A clean copy of the complete proposed rating rules and underwriting guidelines.

Submit items above in PDF (with searchable text) format.
In addition, a complete copy of the underwriting guidelines must be submitted with all rate filings, regardless of line of business, whether or not a change to those guidelines is being proposed. Underwriting guideline changes that have an impact on rates must be submitted in a rule filing for prior approval. It is the responsibility of the insurer to identify underwriting rule changes that have a rate impact. An Application with full rate support may subsequently be required at the discretion of the Department if it determines that the changes to underwriting guidelines may have a material impact on rates.

Further, Application Page 10 (Rules) must be completed, and the overall rate impact must be justified. Mutually exclusive underwriting guidelines must be provided for programs with rating tiers.

Any changes to fees or other charges identified on Application Page 8 (Miscellaneous Fees) require a rule filing. The overall rate impact of such changes to the current book of business must be included in Exhibit 18.

IV. PRIVATE PASSENGER AUTO

In addition to the prior approval rate filing needed to support the rate level, private passenger auto programs may require the submission of a class plan. The Class Plan Application must indicate the rating factors to be applied, the relativities for each rating factor, the base rate, the good driver discount plan and the statistical analysis used to determine the classification variables in accordance with CCR Title 10, Chapter 5, Subchapter 4.7. Rate changes that do not involve changes to the rating factors do not require a Class Plan Application. Refer to the Class Plan Application and instructions for detailed information. (Note: Filings for vehicle symbols must be completed on the Class Plan Application per CCR §2632.3(b)).

When submitting an Application for a rate change or new program in private passenger auto, include all coverages that comprise the private passenger auto liability and auto physical damage lines in the Rate Template. Page 6 of the Rate Template must be completed for each coverage (i.e., bodily injury liability, property damage liability, medical payments, uninsured motorist, comprehensive, collision and any miscellaneous coverages). Data must be provided for each coverage offered, even if no change in the rate for that coverage is proposed. Additionally, Page 4 of the Application must include all coverages in the filed line, including any miscellaneous coverages (e.g., towing, rental reimbursement, etc.).

Application Pages 5, 6, and 7 (Reconciliation, Program Detail, and Statutory Data, respectively) may be submitted separately for liability and physical damage or on a combined basis.

Assigned risk data must be excluded from Page 7 of the Rate Template, but included as a separate line on Page 5 of the Application.

Rating tiers are disallowed in private passenger auto. However, insurers may have more than one private passenger auto program with different rates if the programs include significant and relevant coverage differences. If an insurer has more than one program with different
rates, the insurer must describe, in detail, the significant and relevant coverage differences by coverage and fully support the rate differentials between the programs. Every insurer offering multiple programs with different coverages must offer all such programs to all eligible applicants. The use of different marketing systems or types of insurance producers does not affect this requirement.

The following points are intended to provide direction in the filing of group programs pursuant to the authority of CIC §1861.12 and multiple programs offering coverage differences:

- Filings may be made on an individual program basis or on an all-program combined basis. If an all-program combined filing is made, a calculation reflecting each program’s premium and loss ratio history shall be included in Exhibit 14 to justify each individual program’s rate level relative to the insurer’s aggregate private passenger auto rate level.

- In most cases, when individual private passenger auto programs are submitted, the aggregate all-program combined premium and loss trend and loss development data will be used. Exceptions may occur in situations such as where limits and deductibles differ significantly among programs, where separate claim adjusting staffs are used, or where the amount of data in a program significantly exceeds the published full credibility standard. Trend credibility is defined in CCR §2644.7. This list is not intended to be exhaustive.

Insurers must submit electronically through SERFF a complete California private passenger auto rate manual which contains all current rates, rating factors and rating rules including any changes in rates, rating factors and/or rating rules, and the final effective date associated with those changes, before approval of the filing will be issued.

Collector vehicles may be filed under the Inland Marine line of business if the following conditions are met:

a. The vehicle is not licensed for use on public highways; and
b. The vehicle is transported as property (for instance, on flatbed trucks), not driven.

V. FILING MEMORANDUM

A Filing Memorandum must be attached to each filing and must include the following:

- a clear statement of the purpose of the filing
- a summary of proposed changes
- the underlying assumptions relied on for the changes
- a detailed explanation of and support for each selection
- any adjustments/modifications to the data
- any appropriate additional explanation regarding included exhibits.
The filing memorandum must also comment on any model that has been used in any form, manner, or capacity in support of, or in conjunction with the filing, including details about the features and use of the model. See section “F. Model Checklist” in this regard.

Unless the final approval letter explicitly states otherwise, items not addressed within the filing memorandum are not approved and may not be reviewed.

VI. COMPLETING THE APPLICATION

The following information explains the pages of the Application required as part of a prior approval filing. A complete Application is required in accordance with the provisions set forth in CIC §1861.05(b). Excel sheets with blue-colored tabs require insurer input. Areas for insurer input on each sheet are generally formatted in blue font text and/or light blue outlined boxes. Pages that are not applicable to the line of business or Application in question will be hidden based on insurer input on Page 1 of the Application.

Application Page 1 – General Information

Every insurer wishing to make a filing must complete Page 1 of the Application. This page specifies certain general filing characteristics, including, but not limited to, the line of insurance, subline and program for which the filing is being submitted, as well as company-specific information.

In addition, this page requires the signature of an authorized representative of the insurer, declaring under penalty of perjury that the information contained in the filing is true, complete and correct, and that price optimization methods or models have not been used in the development of the final rates for any segment of the filed rating plan. Price optimization is defined as any method of taking into account an individual’s or a class’s willingness to pay a higher premium relative to other individuals or classes.

Application Page 2 – Insurer Group Information

This page applies to affiliated companies within an insurer group of companies, and is hidden from view unless the filing includes group data, as indicated on Page 1 of the Application. Page 2 must be completed when a group filing is submitted. Each company to which the Application applies must be identified on this page.

A single Application for an insurer group of companies may be submitted for all filing types if each company within a group uses the same rates, forms and/or rules (rating and underwriting) and the submission includes group data.

For each individual company to which the Application applies, provide the proposed rate change. The proposed impact for each individual company should be based on that company’s premium distribution by Coverage/Form/Program, and will not necessarily equal the total rate impact shown on Application Page 4. The underlying support should
be provided in Exhibit 14 – Rate Distribution. See section VIII. Required Exhibits for further information.

Each company writing private passenger auto must indicate whether they are operating under a Super Group corporate structure as defined in CIC §1861.16(c). Super Groups are insurers that have common ownership but whose California operations are separate per CIC §1861.16(c). If CIC §1861.16(c) applies to an insurer group, Exhibit 17, Super Group Corporate Structure Verification Exhibit, must also be completed. Each Super Group insurer that issues a policy, as defined in CIC §660(a), must provide Exhibit 17 as part of a rate filing to verify compliance with CIC §1861.16(c).

**Application Page 3 – Filing Type and Checklist**

Each insurer must identify the type of filing in the Filing Type section on Page 3 of the Application. The various broad types of filing submissions are: New Program, Rates, Variance Request, Coverage Forms and Rules and Underwriting Guidelines. Each filing type is set to no (“N”) as default. The insurer should mark yes (“Y”) to each question that applies to the filing. With the exception of a New Program filing, more than one filing type can apply to a single filing. Note that changes to rule(s) include the introduction of new rule(s) and changes to existing rule(s). Form change(s) include the introduction of new forms, withdrawal of old form(s) and/or replacement of old form(s).

The Filing Checklist section on Page 3 of the Application is provided to ensure that all necessary documents and exhibits are included in the submission, according to the filing purpose and type(s) of filing. If a warning message appears in the Filing Checklist section, the Filing Type is invalid and the insurer should ensure a valid Filing Type is selected prior to submitting the filing.

**Application Page 4 – Impact of Proposed Changes**

Page 4 of the Application must be completed for every filing identified as having a rate impact. The earned premium must include all income derived from miscellaneous fees and other charges (refer to the instructions for completing Exhibit 6 for more detailed information).

The adjusted earned premium is the historical earned premium for the most recent year adjusted to the current rate level and trended to the average earned date of the proposed rating period.

This page must include all coverages or forms contained in the line of business being filed. Thus, for example, a private passenger auto filing must include all coverages, including miscellaneous liability or physical damage coverages that are reported in their respective lines of business, even if the insurer proposes no change to rates for those coverages.
Application Page 5 – Reconciliation of Direct Earned Premium Data

In Page 5 of the Application, the insurer must provide calendar year direct earned premium data and itemize the data for each program until all data is reconciled to the corresponding Annual Statement line of insurance (Statutory Page 14).

This page requires insurers to itemize each Coverage/Form/Program until all data is reconciled to the corresponding annual statement line of insurance. The level of granularity of this page should be consistent with the number of Ratemaking Data sheets in the Rate Template and any other Coverages/Forms/Programs that roll up to the annual statement line of insurance, once aggregated.

File numbers are not required for residual market data. Auto liability and physical damage data may be shown together on the same page.

Application Page 6 – Program Detail

Any insurer submitting a filing for a subset of their entire line of business (for instance, HO-3 only, Businessowners only, Auto Dealers only, etc.) must complete Page 6 of the Application by providing premium, loss and DCCE information for the entire line of business as shown in that insurer’s Annual Statement as well as for each separate form/program that comprises the insurer’s line of business. If the Application to be submitted is a group filing, the insurer must populate this page for the group.

Application Page 7 – Additional Calendar Year Data Required by Statute

Data requested on Page 7 of the Application must be provided for the most recent calendar year. The data provided must correspond to the program to which it applies and need not necessarily reflect the total Annual Statement line of insurance data.

Auto liability and physical damage data may be shown separately or on a combined basis.

Application Page 8 – Miscellaneous Fees and Other Charges

Page 8 of the Application requires that each insurer disclose all fees and the amounts charged to individual policies for new and renewal business. These fees and charges may be categorized as miscellaneous fees and other charges or ancillary income.

Miscellaneous fees include but are not limited to: policy fees, installment fees (usually expressed as a dollar amount), endorsement fees, inspection fees, cancellation fees, reinstatement fees, late fees, SR-22 fees and any other similar fees. All such fees are considered to be earned premium for ratemaking purposes and the aggregate earned premiums for each year of the recorded period must be included on Page 6 of the Rate Template, line 2 (direct earned premium) or line 5 (miscellaneous fees and other charges). These data must be developed in Exhibit 6, Miscellaneous Fees and Other Charges.
Components of ancillary income include but are not limited to: non-sufficient funds (NSF) fees, membership dues, premium finance revenues and installment finance charges (usually expressed as a percentage). Ancillary income shall be reported on Page 6 of the Rate Template, line 15. These data must be developed in Exhibit 11, Ancillary Income.

**Application Page 9 – Forms**

Page 9 of the Application requires that each insurer identify each form by title and form number, and describe all changes.

Insurers must declare whether the proposed form changes have a rate impact and assess the value of the coverage change if a rate is not specifically charged for the form. If a rate is specifically charged for the form, provide additional justification of that factor or charge in the Filing Memorandum.

Forms that restrict, exclude or delete coverage require consideration of a rate offset/credit. Provide the amount of prior incurred losses, if any, associated with the impacted coverage. If the form proposes to restrict or exclude coverage, the proposed rate for the remaining coverages must be justified.

**Application Page 10 – Rules and Underwriting Guidelines**

Page 10 of the Application must be completed for all rule change filings. In addition to providing an explanation and a copy of the rule, justification of the rate impact to the current book of business must be provided. Exhibit 18, Rules and Underwriting Guidelines, must be used to provide the necessary information. A complete set of the current and proposed underwriting guidelines must be included in any submission of underwriting rule changes.

**Application Page 11 – Variance Request**

Page 11 of the Application is hidden from view unless the filing includes a request for variance, as indicated on Page 1 of the Application. This page must be completed when requesting a variance. Enter the minimum and maximum permitted rate change for the Application without variance. Then, for each variance request, select the basis of the variance from the pull-down menu. A synopsis corresponding to that basis as specified by CCR §2644.27(f) will appear below the selection. Enter the minimum and maximum permitted rate changes associated with each variance. In instances when multiple variances regarding the same ratemaking component are requested but cannot be separately quantified (e.g., 8A and 8D), enter the minimum and maximum permitted rate changes associated with the combined effect of those variances for each variance included in the combination. At the bottom of Page 11, enter the minimum and maximum permitted rate changes for all variances combined.
If there are not enough years of data to calculate the loss development to ultimate or trend factors, thereby requiring the application of variance 7B or 8B, the insurer need not enter a minimum and maximum permitted rate change for the no-variance Rate Template. In these cases, a Rate Template without variance is not required.

Exhibit 13, Variance Request, must be completed, along with Page 11 of the Application, for every variance filing, whether filed together with the Application to which it applies or after the same. When a variance filing is submitted, the filing must provide substantial, detailed support and justification for each variance request in accordance with CCR §2644.27 (b).

In addition, each variance filing must include:

- A Rate Template that shows the minimum and maximum permitted rate changes excluding variance(s), with the exception as noted above;

- A Rate Template that shows the minimum and maximum permitted rate change for each variance request. If multiple variances are requested, multiple, separate Rate Templates must be provided. Each Rate Template should clearly identify the corresponding variance to which it applies; and

- A Rate Template that shows the cumulative minimum and maximum permitted rate changes for all variances combined.

Final decisions regarding variances will be made by the Department, or by administrative hearing. In determining whether an insurer qualifies for a variance under CCR §2644.27 (f) (2) (A) for "Higher quality of service, as demonstrated by objective measures of consumer satisfaction," the Department may consider multiple sources of objective data. These sources may include surveys by reputable nongovernmental organizations such as Consumers Union and J.D. Powers, designed to objectively measure the relative quality of service provided by multiple insurers in the relevant line of business. The Department may also consider governmental sources of objective data including, but not limited to, the Department's own consumer complaint records.
VII. COMPLETING THE RATE TEMPLATE

The following information explains the pages of the Rate Template required for all filing types with rate impact. Excel sheets with blue-colored tabs require insurer input. Areas for insurer input on each sheet are generally formatted in blue font text and/or light blue outlined boxes. Pages and rows of data that are not applicable to the line of business or Application in question will be hidden based on insurer input on Page 1 of the Rate Template. [Note: To generate a valid CHANGE_AT_MIN and CHANGE_AT_MAX, all errors must be resolved on all pages of the Rate Template. Any error message left unresolved will prevent the calculation of CHANGE_AT_MIN and CHANGE_AT_MAX for each coverage, form or program included in the Rate Template. Instead, each Rate Calculation page will display “Error.”]

**Rate Template Page 1 – General Information**

This page specifies certain general filing characteristics common to all coverages, forms or programs contained in the Application, including, but not limited to:

- Company (or group);
- The line of insurance;
- The percentage volume of each marketing system used in the line of business, based on earned premium;
- The proposed effective date of the proposed rates;
- An indicator identifying the filing type as a New Program, if applicable;
- An indicator identifying the inclusion of an LCM calculation in the Application, if applicable; [Note: LCM Calculation sheets for each coverage, form or program will remain hidden unless this box is checked.]
- The data aggregation method used in the ratemaking process (accident year, report year, or policy year);
- The most recent year of data included in the experience period (in YYYYQ format); and
- Variance request, if any. [Identify all variances being requested by number, separated by commas. Separately identify the request for Variance #3 from the pull-down menu.]

In addition, this page requires the identification of each coverage, form or program included in the Rate Template and its corresponding Detailed Line Description, proposed impact and prior effective date. The Rate Template accommodates 10 coverages, forms or programs. For Rate Templates with less than 10 coverages, forms or programs, the unused boxes must be left blank.

**Pages for ratemaking data input and rate change calculations remain hidden unless coverages, forms or programs are entered in this page.**
Rate Template Page 2 – Summary

This page provides a summary of the minimum and maximum permitted earned premium and associated rate change for the filed line and coverages, forms, or programs using the data input by the insurer in subsequent pages of this Rate Template. The summary also provides the average earned premium per exposure and loss and DCCE ratio by coverage, form or program. In addition, this page requires the insurer to input the latest year’s combined total earned exposures (or projected exposures for new programs).

Rate Template Page 3 – Projected Yield and Federal Income Tax Rate on Investment Income

Page 3 of the Rate Template provides the calculation of the projected yield and the federal income tax rate on investment income, as specified in CCR §2644.20 and §2644.18. The results of that calculation feed directly to lines 17 and 18 of Page 6 of the Rate Template.

When calculating the weighted average yield: 1) the weights used shall be based on the insurer’s most recent Consolidated1 (Combined) Statutory Annual Statement for the insurer group, and 2) the yields for each asset class shall be based on the average of the most recent three complete calendar months available as of the date of the filing. These yields by asset class are pre-populated in the Rate Template from an internal Department file. To ensure the latest yield/rate of return information is used in the Rate Template at the time of filing submission, navigate to the “Data” menu of the Excel ribbon, click on “Edit Links” and then click on “Open Source.” Opening of this source will automatically update the links to the most recent yield and rate of return figures.

Rate Template Page 4 – Excluded Expense Ratio

Page 4 of the Rate Template provides the calculation of the excluded expense ratio for the insurer group. The definition of “insurer group” must be consistent with that used in the calculation of the projected yield and the federal income tax rate on investment income.

For the most recent three calendar years, provide the insurer group’s countrywide direct earned premium for all lines subject to Proposition 103. Also provide the countrywide direct earned premium for all remaining lines. The total of these two direct earned premium aggregations must reconcile to the direct earned premium as provided in the Insurance Expense Exhibit, Part III Supplement of the Consolidated (Combined) Statutory Annual Statement for the insurer group.

---

1 The Official NAIC Annual Statement Instructions for the 2019 Reporting Year – Property/Casualty (September 2014), 601 states “wherever the word ‘combined’ appears in the blank, it should be construed to mean consolidated or combined.”
Pursuant to CCR §2644.10, certain expenses are not permitted to be included for ratemaking purposes. Provide the expenses for each of the categories below for the most recent three calendar years:

- Political contributions and lobbying;
- Total executive compensation (cash & salary and bonus shown separately) for the five highest-paid policymaking positions;
- Bad faith judgments and associated defense and cost containment;
- All costs attendant to the unsuccessful defense of discrimination claims;
- Fines and penalties;
- Institutional and Non-Institutional advertising expenses, and;
- All payments to affiliates that exceed fair market rate.

“Institutional advertising” is advertising not aimed at obtaining business for a specific insurer and not providing consumers with information pertinent to the decision whether to buy the insurer’s product. For purposes of reporting advertising expenses in this application, if a particular advertisement is not aimed at obtaining business for a specific insurer, the advertisement should be considered Institutional advertising. Similarly, if a particular advertisement does not provide consumers with information pertinent to the decision whether to buy the insurer's product, the advertisement should also be considered Institutional advertising. “Non-Institutional advertising” refers to all advertising that is not Institutional advertising. For each calendar year, identify the total amount spent on Institutional advertising and the total amount spent on Non-Institutional advertising. The sum of the Institutional and Non-Institutional advertising expenses must be equal the total advertising expenses reported in the Insurance Expense Exhibit, Part I Supplement of the Consolidated (Combined) Statutory Annual Statement for the insurer group.

Provide samples or realistic representations of all advertisements the company claims fall under the category of Non-Institutional advertising expenses. For example, if the company purchased Non-Institutional print advertisements, provide copies of the print advertisements; if the company purchased Non-Institutional online advertisements, provide a screen shot, a specimen image, a script, or a video clip, or a live electronic link to samples of each advertisement, and so forth for all Non-Institutional advertisements the company used during the previous three calendar years. It is not necessary to provide any samples or realistic representations of advertisements that the company claims fall under the category of Institutional advertising.

The efficiency standard will be reduced to reflect the disallowance of the excluded expenses for ratemaking purposes.

**Rate Template Page 5 – CDI Parameters**

This page displays the final prior approval factors for efficiency standard, leverage ratio, unearned premium reserves and loss reserves after adjustment for variance, if applicable, used in the calculation of the minimum and maximum permitted earned rate change for
the coverages, forms or programs included in this Rate Template. Loss and DCCE information is also provided for purposes of completing the LCM Calculations, if applicable.

With reference to CCR §2644.16, Rate of Return, the decision to increase or decrease the rate of return is solely at the discretion of the Commissioner and not pursuant to an individual insurer’s request.

No insurer input is necessary for this page.

**Rate Template Page 6 – Ratemaking Data**

Page 6 of the Rate Template must be completed for all filing types with rate impact. A separate Page 6 is available for each coverage, form or program included in this Rate Template. [Note, this page is hidden for each coverage unless a Detailed Line Description and associated coverage, form or program has been selected on Page 1 of the Rate Template.] If more than three years of data is needed for credibility purposes for a particular coverage, form or program, expand the page in question to allow up to six years of data input.

This page requires that the insurer provide the following information specific to the coverage, form or program under rate review:

- Three years of data directly corresponding to the coverage, form or program under rate review, subject to regulations pertaining to credibility (CCR §2642.6 and §2644.23); [Note, years may be on a fiscal year basis, but must end on a traditional quarter (i.e., March 31, June 30, September 30 or December 31).]

- Trends (premium, loss and DCCE) expressed as an annual percentage, and entered in lines 4, 11 and 12 of the Projected column;

- For new programs, all data required as detailed in the instructions for New Program filings, and entered in lines 1, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 15 of the New Program column. Earned premium is equal to written premium;

- Data excluding that associated with residual markets;

- The change to the efficiency standard being proposed, if any, and the insurer’s most recent year total actual expense ratio excluding DCCE, provided the appropriate variance is indicated; [Note, the input area for the change to efficiency standard and insurer expense ratio is hidden on this page unless a variance impacting the efficiency standard (i.e., Variance 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, 2C or 4) is indicated on Page 1 of the Rate Template.]

- The direct commission rate on premiums subject to reinsurance agreements for earthquake and medical malpractice rate filings, if applicable; [Note, the input area
for direct commission rate, reinsurance premiums and reinsurance recoverable is hidden on this page unless “Earthquake w/consideration for cost of reinsurance” or one of the “Medical Malpractice” options indicating “incl. reinsurance costs” is selected as the Detailed Line Description from the pull-down menu on Page 1 of the Rate Template.

- Data in the recorded period ending no more than eight (8) months prior to the submission date of the filing. For instance, for a filing submitted on October 29th, 2018, the last year in the recorded period must be fiscal year ending March 31, 2018, or a more recent quarter-end. See reference chart below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month Filing Submitted</th>
<th>8 Months Prior</th>
<th>Most Recent FY Ending Quarter</th>
<th>Most Recent FY Ending Quarter (in YYYYQ format)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan-2019</td>
<td>May-2018</td>
<td>Jun-2018</td>
<td>20182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar-2019</td>
<td>Jul-2018</td>
<td>Sep-2018</td>
<td>20183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr-2019</td>
<td>Aug-2018</td>
<td>Sep-2018</td>
<td>20183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May-2019</td>
<td>Sep-2018</td>
<td>Sep-2018</td>
<td>20183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep-2019</td>
<td>Jan-2019</td>
<td>Mar-2019</td>
<td>20191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data for all rate filings is subject to the following requirements:

- Loss and DCCE development data may be evaluated on an annual period/annual development or quarterly period/quarterly development basis (see discussion under Section IX for Standard Exhibits Template Page 3);

- Annual development triangles may be submitted as of 12 or 15 months of development (see discussion under Section IX for Standard Exhibits Template Page 3); and

- The loss and DCCE data in the recorded period and the loss and DCCE development data must be consistent (i.e., ending the same year and quarter, and evaluated as of the same number of months).

The following chart provides additional examples of time periods acceptable for data in the recorded period, the trend exhibits and the (annual) loss development exhibits:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ex</th>
<th>Most Recent Fiscal Year of Data</th>
<th>Recorded Period; Eval’d as of</th>
<th>Trend Data</th>
<th>Dev’t Data</th>
<th>Eval’d as of (mos)</th>
<th>Acceptable to File?</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20174 12 mos</td>
<td>20174</td>
<td>20174</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Data for recorded period, trend, and development are all consistent.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20174 12 mos</td>
<td>20181</td>
<td>20174</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Data for recorded period and development are consistent, trend data includes only one quarter past the end of the recorded period.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20174 12 mos</td>
<td>20181</td>
<td>20174</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Data for recorded period and development are inconsistent (number of months at which losses are evaluated don't match).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20174 15 mos</td>
<td>20181</td>
<td>20174</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Data for recorded period and development are consistent, data for development is evaluated at, and trend data is, only one quarter past recorded period.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20174 18 mos</td>
<td>20174</td>
<td>20174</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Data for recorded period, trend and development are all consistent, but development data is evaluated more than one quarter past recorded period.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>20181 12 mos</td>
<td>20181</td>
<td>20181</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Same as Ex 1, except that a fiscal year is used.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>20181 12 mos</td>
<td>20182</td>
<td>20181</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Same as Ex 2, except that a fiscal year is used.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>20181 12 mos</td>
<td>20182</td>
<td>20182</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Data for recorded period and development are inconsistent (fiscal years don't match).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>20181 15 mos</td>
<td>20182</td>
<td>20181</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Same as Ex 4, except that a fiscal year is used.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20181 6 mos</td>
<td>20181</td>
<td>20181</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Data for recorded period, trend and development are all consistent, but development data is evaluated as of less than 12 months.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For companies opting for quarterly loss development, similar requirements apply, except that quarterly triangles may only be evaluated at 3, 6, 9, … months of development.

**Treatment of Filings with Data in the Recorded Period Less than 25% Credible over Six Years**

- For any filing for which data in the recorded period has less than 25% credibility, as defined in CCR §2644.23, over a maximum of six years, the insurer may use an alternative complementary loss and DCCE in lieu of the net trend method, provided the alternative is the most actuarially sound method.  [Note, CCR §2644.23 refers to credibility associated with the data in the recorded period only.  Refer to CCR](#)
If alternative complementary loss and DCCE are used as specified by CCR §2644.23 (i), enter the credibility-weighted projected ultimate loss and DCCE on lines 7 and 8 of Page 6;

Enter a factor of 1.00 for all loss and DCCE development, trend and catastrophe adjustment on lines 9 through 13;

Enter 100% for credibility in line 14, and;

Provide detailed data and calculations supporting the development of the credibility-weighted projected ultimate loss and DCCE within the corresponding exhibits.

**Rate Template Page 7 – Rate Change Calculation**

This page calculates the minimum and maximum permitted rate changes for the filed line and each coverage, form or program included in this Rate Template, using the data input by the insurer in previous pages of this same template. [Note, this page is hidden for each coverage unless a Detailed Line Description and associated coverage, form or program has been selected on Page 1 of the Rate Template.] No insurer input is necessary for this page unless the Rate Template reflects a variance request. In that event, select the applicable variance number from the pull-down menu at the top of this page.

**Rate Template Page 8 – LCM Calculation**

Page 8 of the Rate Template must be completed for those rate filing submissions where the filed line or coverage uses a Loss Cost Multiplier (LCM). [Note, this page is hidden for each coverage unless the box to the right of “LCM Calculation(s) Included” is checked on Page 1 of the Rate Template.] Examples include new or existing program rate filings that involve the adoption of Advisory Organization loss costs, and existing program rate filings where the LCM is being revised. Refer to specific instructions for completing the LCM Calculation page in Section X.

**VIII. REQUIRED EXHIBITS**

The following is a summary of exhibits that must accompany the Application to support the figures applied in Page 6 of the Rate Template. Indicate the appropriate exhibit number in the upper right hand corner of the page. In addition, number the pages in each exhibit in consecutive order. If the exhibit is not applicable, explain why. Exhibits 5, 7 and 8 must be completed using the Standard Exhibits Template. In addition, insurers must submit Exhibits 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 19, 20 and 21 in both working Excel (with formulas intact) and PDF (with searchable text) format.
Exhibit 1 – Filing History

Provide a list of all previously approved Department (CDI) file numbers for rate, rule, new program or form filings that have been submitted for this line, subline, and program within the last three years. If there have been no rate filings in the last three years, provide the file number of the last approved rate filing.

Exhibit 2 – Rate Level History

List all of the rate level changes for the last seven years per coverage affected by this filing. Provide the CDI file numbers and effective date associated with each rate change. The following is an example for private passenger auto liability:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CDI File #</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
<th>BI</th>
<th>PD</th>
<th>MP</th>
<th>UM</th>
<th>Combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y7-XXXX</td>
<td>MM-DD-Y7</td>
<td>+10.0</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>+1.0</td>
<td>+4.0</td>
<td>+8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y6-XXXX</td>
<td>MM-DD-Y6</td>
<td>+7.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y5-XXXX</td>
<td>MM-DD-Y5</td>
<td>+5.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y4-XXXX</td>
<td>MM-DD-Y4</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>+2.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y3-XXXX</td>
<td>MM-DD-Y3</td>
<td>+8.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-10.0</td>
<td>+8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y2-XXXX</td>
<td>MM-DD-Y2</td>
<td>+5.0</td>
<td>+1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>+2.0</td>
<td>+4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y1-XXXX</td>
<td>MM-DD-Y1</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>+5.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-4.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exhibit 3 – Policy Term Distribution

List the policy term options that are available and provide the percentage of business written in each option.

Exhibit 4 – Premium Adjustment Factor

From the rate level changes in Exhibit 2 – Rate Level History, show how the premium adjustment factors on Page 6, line 3 of the Rate Template were derived to bring premiums to the current rate level.

Exhibit 5 – Premium Trend Factor

Refer to instructions on the completion of the Standard Exhibits Template for premium trend, in Section IX below.

Exhibit 6 – Miscellaneous Fees and Other Charges

Provide the total amount of fees and other charges identified on Page 8 of the Application for each year in the recorded period. These fees include but are not limited to: policy fees, installment fees (fixed dollar), endorsement fees, inspection fees, cancellation fees, reinstatement fees, late fees, SR-22 fees, and other similar charges.
The amount of fees and other charges reported should derive from the total of all charges for these individual policy transactions. These reported fees should not be reduced by any corresponding expenses.

The reported total fees and other charges should be included on Page 6 of the Rate Template, line 2 - direct earned premium or line 5 - miscellaneous fees and other charges.

If included as earned premium on line 2, the premium adjustment factors on line 3 and the premium trend factors on line 4 would also apply to these fees. Therefore, the derivations of premium adjustment factors and premium trend factors in Exhibits 4 and 5 must include the reported total fees and other charges.

If included as miscellaneous fees and other charges on line 5, the premium adjustment factors on line 3 and the premium trend factors on line 4 do not apply to these fees. However, if there are changes to fees between the recorded period and the proposed rating period, fees entered on Page 6, line 5 of the Rate Template, must be at the current fee level. Exhibit 6 must show the actual historic fees and the adjustment to the current level.

**Exhibit 7 – Loss and Defense and Cost Containment Expense (DCCE) Development Factors**

Refer to instructions on the completion of the Standard Exhibits Template for loss and DCCE development, in Section IX below.

**Exhibit 8 – Loss and DCCE Trend**

Refer to instructions on the completion of the Standard Exhibits Template for loss and DCCE trend, in Section IX below.

**Exhibit 9 – Catastrophe Adjustment**

Pursuant to CCR §2644.5, support the catastrophe adjustment factors that are shown on Page 6, line 13 of the Rate Template. This exhibit must include each of the following:

- The insurer’s full history of actual California catastrophe and non-catastrophe loss experience, net of actual and expected subrogation recoveries\(^3\), available for the coverage;

- The insurer’s full history of actual subrogation recoveries and expected subrogation recoveries\(^2\), shown separately;

---

\(^3\) Subrogation recoveries also includes the proceeds from any sale or divestiture of subrogation rights.
• A demonstration of how the loading based on a multi-year, long-term average of catastrophe claims was derived;

• The definition of catastrophic loss;

• The total outstanding catastrophe reserves, including any bulk or IBNR reserves; and

• The name of any major event or events contributing to the year’s catastrophic losses (e.g., Cedar Fire) and the peril or perils associated with those losses.

For homeowners, no less than twenty years may be used. For private passenger auto physical damage, no less than ten years may be used. There shall be no catastrophe adjustment for private passenger auto liability.

**Exhibit 10 – Credibility Adjustment**

*Experience Credibility*

A credibility adjustment is necessary if the data in the three-year recorded period is less than fully credible. In the event the data is fully credible with *fewer* than three years of experience, only as many years as needed to be fully credible shall be used as the recorded period. If the data in the three-year recorded period has less than 25% credibility, up to three additional years shall be added to the recorded period until the data is at least 25% credible. Refer to CCR §2642.6. If after six years, the data remains less than 25% credible, alternative complementary loss and DCCE may be used, provided that the alternative is the most actuarially sound method. Refer to CCR §2644.23(i).

Pursuant to CCR §2644.23, if the data is not 100% credible, indicate how the loss and DCCE credibility factor on Page 6, line 14 of the Rate Template was determined. Provide the credibility formula or table that was used to derive the factor.

If alternative loss and DCCE are used as permitted by CCR §2644.23(i), then the credibility-weighted projected ultimate loss and DCCE should be entered on Page 6, lines 7 and 8 of the Rate Template. Enter a factor of 1.00 for all loss and DCCE development, trend and catastrophe adjustment on lines 9 through 13, and enter 100% for credibility in line 14. Detailed data and calculations supporting the development of the credibility-weighted projected ultimate loss and DCCE should be provided within the corresponding exhibits.

The full credibility standard is 3,000 claims for each homeowners form and for each coverage for private passenger auto. The calculation for partial credibility is the square root of the ratio of the actual number of incurred claims\(^4\) in the recorded period divided

---

\(^4\) Incurred claims are defined as reported claims less claims closed without payment.
by the full credibility standard. For other lines of insurance, the standard for full and partial credibility shall be calculated using the most actuarially sound method.

Loss Trend Credibility

The standard for full credibility for loss trend shall be 6,000 total claims over the data period selected for each form for homeowners and each coverage for private passenger auto. For example, if the rolling 4-quarter data period selected for loss (and premium) trend is 12 points, the loss trend credibility will be based on the total claim count for the 15 quarters used to calculate the 12 point rolling 4-quarter trend.

For lines of insurance other than homeowners and private passenger auto, the standard for full credibility for loss trend shall be determined using the most actuarially sound method. Justification for this standard must be provided in this exhibit.

For all lines of insurance other than private passenger auto, the complement of credibility for loss trend shall be determined using the most actuarially sound method; for private passenger auto, refer to CCR §2644.7(d).

Exhibit 11 – Ancillary Income

Provide the breakdown of the ancillary income by transaction type for each year in the recorded period. Ancillary income is defined as income that was derived from operations directly related to insurance (NSF fees, premium finance revenues, installment finance charges (expressed in terms of % APR) and membership dues) but not insurance premium. Expenses associated with collecting ancillary income must not be deducted from the ancillary income. The total ancillary income must be shown on Page 6, line 15 of the Rate Template.

Exhibit 12 – Reinsurance Premium and Recoverables

For medical malpractice with facultative reinsurance attachment points above $1 million and for earthquake coverage where the cost of reinsurance is included in the rate development, provide the basis for the reinsurance premium and recoverables data entered on Page 6 of the Rate Template for each year of the recorded period. Provide the average direct commission rate on premiums subject to these reinsurance agreements. [Note: Rows for reinsurance information are hidden at the bottom of the Page 6 of the Rate Template unless “Earthquake w/consideration for cost of reinsurance” or one of the “Medical Malpractice” options indicating “incl. reinsurance costs” is selected as the Detailed Line Description from the pull-down menus on Page 1 of the Rate Template.]

Copies of the reinsurance agreements must be provided. The reinsurance premium must be net of ceded and contingent commissions.

Ratemaking for all lines other than earthquake and medical malpractice must be on a direct basis, with no consideration for the cost or benefits of reinsurance.
Exhibit 13 – Variance Request

This exhibit must identify, support and explain the bases for variance according to CCR §2644.27, Variance Request. When a variance is requested, Page 11 of the Application must be completed and all information pertaining to the variance must be shown and fully supported within this exhibit. Specifically, all variance filings shall:

- Identify each and every variance request;
- Identify the extent or amount of the variance requested and the applicable component of the ratemaking formula;
- Set forth the expected results or impact on the maximum and minimum permitted earned premium that the granting of the variance will have as compared to the expected result if the variance is denied; and
- Identify the facts and their source justifying the variance request and provide the documentation supporting the amount of the change to the component of the ratemaking formula.

Exhibit 14 – Rate Distribution

Demonstrate how the proposed rate change will be distributed among the various companies, programs, sublines, coverage forms, territories, etc. included in the filing. Provide loss experience to support the proposed rate change for each category.

The sample Exhibit 14 chart, below, provides one possible example of how an insurer can apply these instructions to demonstrate the distribution of the rate change and loss experience for each category. The insurer would also need to provide the detailed background data and calculations supporting the development of the loss experience for each category in the chart.

Exhibit 14 should be completed at an insurer group level and for each company included in the insurer group data and to which this Application applies (as listed in ‘2.Group’ of the insurer's Application). A separate chart should be completed for the total insurer group and each of its affiliated companies.
**Exhibit 14 - Sample Chart**

Distribution of the insurer’s overall 5% rate change to respective programs. For private passenger auto, this worksheet must be done by coverage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Premium (000s)</th>
<th>n-Year Loss Ratio</th>
<th>Claim Count</th>
<th>Credibility</th>
<th>Overall Rate Change</th>
<th>Rate Change by Program Before Credibility-Weighting</th>
<th>Credibility-Weighted Rate Change</th>
<th>Rate Change Adjusted for Off-Balance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>68.0%</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>65.0%</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30,500</td>
<td>67.6%</td>
<td>6,100</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Off-Balance: 0.9988

Column (1): Most recent year’s on-level earned premium.
Column (2): n is the minimum number of years required under CCR §2642.6 for the smallest program to reach 25% credibility, not to exceed six years; n is the same for each program and total combined.
Column (3): Number of claims for each program and total for n years.
Column (4): Credibility is calculated according to CCR §2644.23.
Column (5): Overall rate change for all programs combined.
Column (6): \((2)/(2)_{\text{Total}}\times[1+(5)_{\text{Total}}]-1\)
Column (7): \((4)\times(6)+[1-(4)]\times(6)_{\text{Total}}\)
Column (8): \([1+(7)]\times\text{Off-Balance}-1\)
Off-Balance: \([1+(6)_{\text{Total}}]+[1+(7)_{\text{Total}}]\)
Columns (5)Total, (6)Total and (8)Total are always equal.
Columns (6)Total, (7)Total and (8)Total are premium-weighted column averages.

**Exhibit 15 – Rate Classification Relativities**

Provide loss experience to support the changes in all rate classification relativities. This exhibit must provide current, indicated and proposed relativities. [Note: Exhibit 15 applies to all lines other than private passenger auto. For private passenger auto, a separate classification plan filing must be submitted.]

For private passenger auto, refer to CIC §1861.02 and Title 10, Chapter 5, Subchapter 4.7 of the CCR, §2632.1 through §2632.16.
**Exhibit 16 – New Program**

Explain the source used to develop the rates for the new program (such as an affiliated company or unaffiliated company). For new programs that are based upon the loss costs of an Advisory Organization, indicate the edition date and the CDI file number of the loss costs that are adopted by the insurer. The most recently approved loss costs should be used; if not, explain the reason. Refer to additional instructions on Loss Cost Multiplier filings in Section X.

Indicate whether the new program or a similar program has been written in any state by the insurer or an affiliated company; if the same or similar program has been written in California, provide the CDI file number. Explain the reason for the new program development and the relationship and/or differences between the proposed rates, coverage, and underwriting requirements to any similar existing program(s).

If a new program is based partly on a current or inactive program, data from that program, together with the rate impact to the affected policyholders, must be provided.

**Exhibit 17 – Super Group - Corporate Structure Verification Exhibit**

This exhibit applies only to the private passenger auto line of insurance. “Super Group” is a Department term intended to apply to those insurers that have common ownership but whose California operations are separate in accordance with CIC §1861.16(c). Each insurer issuing a policy described in CIC §660(a) and asserting Super Group status must provide this exhibit to verify compliance with CIC §1861.16(c).

Each insurer group writing private passenger auto must comply with CIC §1861.16(b) unless the insurer group can demonstrate that CIC §1861.16(c) is applicable. If the insurer believes the Application qualifies for an exception under CIC §1861.16(c):

- Identify each insurer or group of insurers within the corporate structure that writes private passenger auto insurance in California with different rates and/or rating plans under CIC §1861.16(c) (commonly referred to as the “Super Group” exemption). Disregard rate differences due to group insurance plans pursuant to CIC §1861.12 (See “Section IV. Private Passenger Auto,” above).

- Provide an organizational chart that illustrates the structure of every insurance company related to the applicant by common ownership and offering private passenger auto insurance in California. This chart must include:
  - The name and position of each member of the executive staff of the entire group organization, and
  - The name and position of each president and other department directors and officers of each insurance company within the Super Group.
• Clearly explain how the sales, marketing, and policy service operations are completely separate among each insurer group/company operating autonomously under CIC §1861.16(c) (A through H), demonstrating how the insurers satisfy each of the following conditions:

  o The business operations of the insurers are independently managed and directed.

  o The insurers do not jointly develop loss or expense statistics or other data used in the ratemaking, or in the preparation of rating systems or rate filings.

  o The insurers do not jointly maintain or share loss or expense statistics, or other data used in ratemaking or in the preparation of rating systems or rate filings. This condition shall not apply if the data is generally available to the industry through a nonaffiliated third party and is obtained from that third party.

  o The insurers do not utilize each others’ marketing, sales or underwriting data.

  o The insurers act independently of each other in determining, filing, and applying base rates, factors, class plans, and underwriting guidelines, and in the making of insurance policy forms.

  o The insurers’ sales operations are separate.

  o The insurers’ marketing operations are separate.

  o The insurers’ policy service operations are separate.

Additionally, provide the locations of the sales, marketing and policy service operations.

**Exhibit 18 – Rules and Underwriting Guidelines**

Provide the information requested in Page 10 of the Application according to the type of rule change requested: introducing a new rule, revising an existing rule, adopting an Advisory Organization rule, or withdrawing an approved rule. For each rule type, this exhibit must include the rate impact to the current book of business. Detail showing the support and justification for the associated premium charge, rate and/or premium development method must also be provided.

Note that a complete copy of the underwriting guidelines must be submitted with **all rate filings**, regardless of line of business, whether or not a change to those guidelines is being proposed.
**Exhibit 19 – Supplemental Information**

This exhibit may be used to provide supplemental information that is not specific to any of the above listed exhibits.

**Exhibit 20 – Customer Dislocation**

Insurers must submit tables in Exhibit 20 displaying customer dislocation in increments of 5% for all filings proposing a change of any type that results in a rate adjustment to any individual customer. For private passenger auto and homeowners lines, include a profile of the risk characteristics of customers receiving rate increases in excess of 25%.

For property insurance rated by wildfire risk\(^5\), insurers must submit additional customer dislocation tables in Exhibit 20. For each classification, score, or measure of wildfire risk, provide the number of exposures experiencing dislocation in increments of 5%. Additionally, provide the overall dislocation by classification, score, or measure of wildfire risk. For example, if the insurer classifies its policyholders by wildfire class/score from 1 to 10, then provide information in the following format:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wildfire Class/Score</th>
<th>Customer Dislocation by Wildfire Risk (Number of Exposures)</th>
<th>Overall % Dislocation by Class/Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 – 5%</td>
<td>5–10%</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td></td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After reviewing the submitted dislocation tables the Department may require a more granular customer dislocation exhibit.

**Exhibit 21 – Insurer's Ratemaking Calculations for Specialty Filings**

Provide the development of the insurer's calculations of the indicated rate change and the proposed overall rate change for specialty rate filings. If the components in this exhibit do not reconcile with Page 6 of the Rate Template, provide a full explanation. For a complete definition of specialty insurance, refer to CCR §2642.7(d).

---

\(^5\) Wildfire risk may be classified by a numerical score derived from a wildfire risk model, or by any other measure.
IX. COMPLETING THE STANDARD EXHIBITS TEMPLATE

The following information explains the pages of the Standard Exhibits Template required for all filing types with rate impact. Excel sheets with blue-colored tabs require insurer input. Areas for insurer input on each sheet are generally formatted in blue font text and/or light blue outlined boxes.

Standard Exhibits Template Page 1 – General Information

This page specifies certain general filing characteristics common to all coverages, forms or programs contained in the Application, including, but not limited to:

- Company (or group);
- The line of insurance;
- The data aggregation method for loss & DCCE development (accident year/quarter, report year/quarter, policy year/quarter);
- The number of months of development for annual loss & DCCE development;
- The most recent year of data included in the trend, complement trend and development data (in YYYYQ format);
- The basis for premium trend (written or earned);
- Indicators to identify whether DCCE is included or excluded from the data; and
- An indicator to identify if the data in this Application reflects the current NAIC categorical split of LAE (DCCE/AOE). [If the Application reflects the ALAE/ULAE split of LAE, provide an explanation in the Filing Memorandum, including a time line for when compliance with CCR §2644.8 will be achieved.]

In addition, this page requires the identification of each coverage, form or program included in the Standard Exhibits Template and its corresponding Detailed Line Description. The Standard Exhibits Template accommodates 10 coverages, forms or programs. For Standard Exhibits Templates with less than 10 coverages, forms or programs, the unused boxes must be left blank. Do not skip coverages.

Standard Exhibits Template Page 2 - Exhibit 5 – Premium Trend

Indicate how the premium trend factors on Page 6, line 4 of the Rate Template were developed by completing the Standard Exhibits Template. The premium trend factors shall be based on the exponential curve of best fit, using the most actuarially sound company-specific California rolling calendar year premium per exposure data for the most recent 8, 12, 16, 20 or 24 quarters. Premium trends shall not be credibility-weighted.

Display the exposure and premium data separately for each of the underlying 27 quarterly data points that, when compiled to rolling 4-quarter data, serve as the basis for the calculated annual premium trend. Specifically, the Standard Exhibits Template requires that the insurer provide:
• Quarterly company-specific California exposures, premium and on-level premium, whether written or earned, for 27 quarters;

• The calculated annual trend for each of the 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24 data periods; and

• The trend period and resulting trend factor based on the selected annual trend for each year in the recorded period. The trend period must extend from the average earned date (or written date, if written data is used) of the recorded year to the average earned (or written) date of the rating period.

Justification of the trend period must be provided in the Filing Memorandum. The type of exposure unit used to derive the average premium (e.g., earned house years, number of policies, earned premium, earned car years, square footage, etc.) must also be provided in the Filing Memorandum. The exposure and premium bases must match: if earned exposures are used, earned premium must also be used.

The number of data points in the trend selection must be the same for the premium trend and the loss trend.

In accordance with CCR §2644.27(f)(8), a variance for premium trend may be requested if CCR §2644.7 does not produce an actuarially sound result.

**Standard Exhibits Template Page 3 - Exhibit 7 – Loss and Defense and Cost Containment Expense (DCCE) Development**

Pursuant to CCR §2644.6 and §2644.8, indicate how the loss and DCCE development factors shown on Page 6, lines 9 and 10 of the Rate Template were developed by completing the Standard Exhibits Template. This exhibit must include the complete claim count development and loss development triangles of company-specific California data that serve as the basis of the dollar-weighted average of the link ratios of losses for the three most recent accident years, policy years or report years available for a reporting interval.

Provide all non-catastrophe loss and DCCE amount and claim count data required by regulation in triangular format. Development triangles must be complete; i.e., they must be presented through the evaluation date and must include the entire interior of the triangle for all time periods provided. The Standard Exhibits Template provides two possible exhibits for development triangles, one for annual periods/annual development, and one for quarterly periods/quarterly development. Insurers may submit triangles on either basis. If annual periods are evaluated as of 15 months of development, the insurer must additionally submit the data as of three months of development. Note that triangles are required for paid loss, incurred loss, DCCE (whether or not included with loss), reported claim count and paid claim counts.

Loss development shall employ either paid losses or incurred losses (the sum of paid losses and case-specific reserves). In accordance with CCR §2644.6, triangles for
reported\textsuperscript{6} and paid\textsuperscript{7} claims shall also be submitted. The insurer shall submit both the factors and ultimate values for (1) the paid and incurred loss and (2) the reported and the paid claim count development calculations. Loss and claim count development data shall exclude catastrophes.

DCCE may be evaluated in the same manner as losses, may be added to losses for loss development, or may be developed using ratios of DCCE to losses. The insurer shall demonstrate that its selected methodology is the most actuarially sound.

In accordance with CCR §2644.27(f)(7), a variance for loss development may be requested if CCR §2644.6 does not produce an actuarially sound result.

The Standard Exhibit Template only allows for ten years of development data. For filings where more than ten years of development is deemed to be required, insurers can provide this data in a supplemental exhibit.

**Standard Exhibits Template Page 4 - Exhibit 8 – Loss and DCCE Trend**

Pursuant to CCR §2644.7, provide support for the loss and DCCE trend factors on Page 6, lines 11 and 12 of the Rate Template by completing the Standard Exhibits Template.

The trend factors shall be based on the exponential curve of best fit, using the most actuarially sound company-specific California rolling calendar year data, excluding catastrophes, for the most recent 8, 12, 16, 20 or 24 quarters. The frequency trend shall be calculated using reported and closed claims divided by exposures. The severity trend shall be calculated on (1) paid losses on both open and closed claims divided by closed claims and (2) total paid losses, including partial payments in previous calendar years, on closed claims divided by closed claims. This latter basis of aggregating severity data matches the cohort of closed claims in a rolling calendar year with all payments and subrogation/salvage recoveries or other payment adjustments generated by that cohort of claims, regardless of transaction date. As an example, assume the following transactions for a particular claim:

- The claim is reported in 2\textsuperscript{nd} Quarter 2017;
- A partial payment of $5,000 is made on that claim in 3\textsuperscript{rd} Quarter 2017;
- A final payment of $10,000 is made and the claim is closed in 4\textsuperscript{th} Quarter 2018.

The table below displays how the data for this claim would be aggregated under each frequency and each severity calculation method:

\begin{itemize}
  \item The claim is reported in 2\textsuperscript{nd} Quarter 2017;
  \item A partial payment of $5,000 is made on that claim in 3\textsuperscript{rd} Quarter 2017;
  \item A final payment of $10,000 is made and the claim is closed in 4\textsuperscript{th} Quarter 2018.
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{6} Reported claim counts include counts for all claims submitted to the insurer, including counts for claims closed without payment.

\textsuperscript{7} Paid claim counts include counts for both closed and open claims with payment.
## Frequency and Severity Calculations

The exhibit must contain the frequency and severity calculations on all bases (two bases each for frequency and severity) and shall demonstrate that the selection is the most actuarially sound.

Display the exposure, claim count and loss data separately for each of the underlying 27 quarterly data points that, when compiled to rolling 4-quarter data, serve as the basis for the calculated annual frequency and severity trends. Specifically, the Standard Exhibits Template requires that the insurer provide:

- Quarterly company-specific California earned exposures, closed claims, reported claims, paid losses, and total paid losses on closed claims (including partial payments in prior calendar periods) for 27 quarters;
- For all complement data other than California Fast Track, quarterly complement earned exposures, closed claims, reported claims, paid losses, and total paid losses on closed claims (including partial payments in prior calendar periods) for 27 quarters;
- The calculated annual trend for each of the 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24 data periods; and
- The trend period and resulting trend factor based on the selected annual trend for each year in the recorded period. The trend period must extend from the average date of loss of the recorded year to the average date of loss of the rating period.

Justification of the trend period must be provided in the Filing Memorandum. The type of exposure unit used to derive the frequency (e.g., earned house years, number of policies, earned premium, earned car years, square footage, etc.) must also be provided in the Filing Memorandum. The type of exposure must be the same for premium and loss trend (i.e., if car years are selected as the exposure unit for premium trend, car years must be selected as the exposure unit for loss trend).

---

8 The number of closed claims is used as the denominator for both severity methods.

### Frequency and Severity Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calendar Year</th>
<th>Frequency Method 1</th>
<th>Frequency Method 2</th>
<th>Severity Method 1</th>
<th>Severity Method 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># Reported Claims</td>
<td># Closed Claims⁸</td>
<td>$ Paid Losses (on Open and Closed Claims)</td>
<td>$ Total Paid Losses (includes Partial Payments from Previous Calendar Years) on Closed Claims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The number of data points in the trend selection must be the same for the premium trend and the loss trend.

Refer to Section VIII (Exhibit 10) for requirements for loss trend credibility.

DCCE may be added to losses for trend. The insurer shall demonstrate that its selected methodology is the most actuarially sound.

In accordance with CCR §2644.27(f)(8), a variance for loss trend may be requested if CCR §2644.7 does not produce an actuarially sound result.

For the earthquake line of business and for the fire following earthquake exposure in other lines, the insurer may submit projected losses in accordance with CCR §2644.4(e) rather than the Standards Exhibit Template.

For Standard Exhibits Template Page 2 – Exhibit 5 and Standard Exhibits Template Page 4 – Exhibit 8, exposure data should be entered as a blank cell if the insurer was not actively writing business and there were zero exposures written/earned in that quarter. Exposure data should be entered as a zero cell if the insurer was actively writing business but there were zero exposures written/earned in that quarter. Entering exposure data in this way ensures that the premium and loss trend calculations are performed correctly.

X. LOSS COST MULTIPLIER FILING INSTRUCTIONS

For every filed line/coverage, form or program using a Loss Cost Multiplier, Page 8 of the Rate Template, the Loss Cost Multiplier Calculation (“LCM Calculation”) must be completed and filed in conjunction with the Application. Examples of such filings include new or existing program rate filings that involve the adoption of Advisory Organization loss costs, and existing program rate filings where the current LCM is being revised.

The LCM Calculation page requires that the insurer provide the following information specific to the program under rate review:

New Program Filings

- The CDI file number associated with the approved Advisory Organization filing supporting the loss costs to be adopted. The most recently approved loss costs should be used; if they are not, explain the reason in the Filing Memorandum.

- The Adjusting & Other Expense (AOE) or LAE load as filed by the Advisory Organization.

- The basis of the AOE or LAE load filed by the Advisory Organization.

The AOE or LAE load filed by the Advisory Organization is converted to an AOE load as a percent of loss and DCCE. This load is applied to the company’s projected credibility-
weighted loss and DCCE per exposure to calculate the projected credibility-weighted loss and LAE per exposure. The LCM Calculation derives the maximum permitted LCM for the filed line/coverage based on this resulting projected credibility-weighted loss and LAE per exposure and the maximum premium calculated in the corresponding Rate Calculation page (Page 7 of the Rate Template).

Existing Program Filings

- The CDI file number associated with the Advisory Organization filing supporting the company’s current loss costs.

- The current company LCM. This figure is the company’s final LCM adjusted for any loss cost modification, if applicable.

- The CDI file number(s) associated with all changes to Advisory Organization loss costs since the filing underlying the company’s current loss costs, separated by commas.

- The cumulative percent change in loss costs identified in the CDI file number(s) listed above. If multiple Advisory Organization loss cost filings have been approved between the filing underlying the company’s current loss costs and the filing underlying the loss costs to be adopted, the percent change entered must be the cumulative impact of all such filings. For instance, if the percent changes approved in the last two Advisory Organization filings were 5.00% and 3.00%, the cumulative impact of those two filings is 8.15%.

- The cumulative percentage change in loss costs associated with the CDI file number(s) listed above, adjusted for the company’s own distribution. For instance, if the 5.00% approved Advisory Organization change from above is based on two classes of equal premium volume receiving 2.00% and 8.00% changes, respectively, and the company writes only the first class of business, that particular Advisory Organization change adjusted for the company’s distribution is 2.00%. All changes must be similarly adjusted.

- The rate impact to the insurer’s book from changes other than updating the loss cost or loss cost multiplier. Provide the rate impact of these changes in Exhibit 14 and the details of these changes in Exhibit 15.

- The proposed company LCM.

Page 8 of the Rate Template calculates the maximum permitted LCM for the filed line/coverage, form or program based on the company’s current LCM and the company-adjusted cumulative percentage changes in loss costs approved in the line/coverage, form or program subject to the maximum permitted earned premium calculated in the corresponding Rate Calculation page (Page 7). This maximum permitted LCM must also be adjusted to consider any other rate impacts to the insurer’s book from changes other than updating the
loss cost or loss cost multiplier.

Companies with separate LCMs by program/tier that are not accompanied by separate Rate Calculation pages shall compare the proposed weighted average LCM of all programs/tiers within the filed line/coverage, form or program to the aggregate maximum permitted LCM for that line/coverage, form or program. For instance, a company submitting a Rate Template for commercial multiple peril non-liability/liability combined shall only complete one Rate Calculation page and its corresponding LCM Calculation page. However, the company may maintain separate LCMs for non-liability and liability. In this case, the two current LCMs shall be weighted and input into the single LCM Calculation page. The proposed separate LCMs, when weighted, shall be evaluated relative to the maximum permitted LCM generated from the combined LCM Calculation page. Provide justification for the selected weights used in calculating both the current and proposed weighted average LCM.

END OF INSTRUCTIONS